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Introduction

Restaurants 

& Food Services 

Online Store 

Customer Database 

Order Management 

Content Management 

Product E-Catalog 

Price Book Management 

iPay88 Integration Ready 

Delivery Service Ready 

Kitchen Display System 
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Introduction of Our E-Commerce Solution 

Retails 

& Groceries 

Multi

Friendly
 

Integrated POS Marketplace {Beta}

Dine-In& Take Away 

QRCode Ordering 

Digital Queue & Order Sales Agent Portal

Product Package & BOM Procurement Management

Service Package & BOM Inventory

Digital Signage & E-Menu Reports and Analytics

Multi-Store Solution Email and SMS Marketing Ready

Your Store e-Wallet Digital Marketing Integration

 

Multi-Store 

Friendly 

Marketplace {Beta} 

Quotation 

CRM 

Sales Agent Portal 

Procurement Management 

Inventory Management 

Reports and Analytics 

Email and SMS Marketing Ready 

Digital Marketing Integration 
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Why Us? 

Upgrade your retail store for tomorrow. It’s more important than ever to have a multi

the retail resurgence with Deepsky. 

 

1. The easiest Web Store and POS to use.

We designed a user-friendly interface that’s fast

seamlessly with existing or new hardware. All your data is synced to the cloud and accessible from anywhere.

 

2. Sell more on every channel

Sell on iPad or iPhone, Mac or PC, Android Phones and Tablets, and take your store online with leading 

ecommerce integrations. Painlessly manage inventory and orders 

locations.No complicated hardware and setup,

 

3. Keep customers coming back

For any business, customers are the greatest asset. Our Deepsky

behavior – what items they buy, how much 

made etc. We help you analyze the trends and offer deeper insights about each customer and what they’ll most 

likely buy.Deepsky also offer tailored reward program to maximize repeat sales. Engage, and retain customers 

by offering real-time, multi-channel and personalized rewards.

 

4. Choose from the best payment solutions

Accept all the ways your customers want to pay with a seamles

integrates with leading payment providers 

we understand that maintaining high cash flow in the business is one of the top priorities for any busi
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more is coming…  

It’s more important than ever to have a multi-channel retail business. Prepare f

Web Store and POS to use. 

friendly interface that’s fast to use and easy to learn, minimizing training time. Works 

seamlessly with existing or new hardware. All your data is synced to the cloud and accessible from anywhere.

Sell more on every channel. 

Sell on iPad or iPhone, Mac or PC, Android Phones and Tablets, and take your store online with leading 

ecommerce integrations. Painlessly manage inventory and orders - just click, collect, or fulfill them across 

No complicated hardware and setup, start your business in few minutes on any device. 

Keep customers coming back–Analysis and Loyalty Program

s are the greatest asset. Our Deepsky system will track your customer’s buying 

what items they buy, how much it costs, what items they buy together and when the purchase was 

made etc. We help you analyze the trends and offer deeper insights about each customer and what they’ll most 

also offer tailored reward program to maximize repeat sales. Engage, and retain customers 

channel and personalized rewards. 

Choose from the best payment solutions. 

Accept all the ways your customers want to pay with a seamless and secure checkout experience. 

integrates with leading payment providers in Southeast Asia saving you time and ensuring you get paid.

we understand that maintaining high cash flow in the business is one of the top priorities for any busi

 

channel retail business. Prepare for 

to use and easy to learn, minimizing training time. Works 

seamlessly with existing or new hardware. All your data is synced to the cloud and accessible from anywhere. 

Sell on iPad or iPhone, Mac or PC, Android Phones and Tablets, and take your store online with leading 

or fulfill them across 

start your business in few minutes on any device.  

Analysis and Loyalty Program. 

system will track your customer’s buying 

it costs, what items they buy together and when the purchase was 

made etc. We help you analyze the trends and offer deeper insights about each customer and what they’ll most 

also offer tailored reward program to maximize repeat sales. Engage, and retain customers 

s and secure checkout experience. Deepsky 

saving you time and ensuring you get paid. Because 

we understand that maintaining high cash flow in the business is one of the top priorities for any business. 
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5. Powerful inventory management to maximize your profit

Manage inventory across multiple outlets with a centralized product catalog, accessible from your POS, back

office, or on the road. Edit products in multiple stores, different price management in seconds. Automatically 

suggest reorder stock and purchase proposal. 

and stock-taking with our inventory function.

 

6. Multi store functionality that scales with your business

Deepsky makes it easy to add new outlets and registers as your business grows. All of 

including POS, inventory, and reporting are designed for multiple outlets so your business operates 

cohesive operation. Ecommerce integrations support fulfilment from any store.

 

7. From sourcing to marketing to selling!

We offer end-to-end solutions from procurement to delivery to customers’ doors. Not only that, we also offer 

customized order processing and fulfillment accuracy. Our guarantee of quality is backed by experience. We 

want your business to have a simple, straight forward process.

 

8. Multi-location Wi-Fi, Free Wi

Never compromise control - this includes staff access and Wi

With additional setup, we can even offer your customer free Wi

hours?VIP customer to have longer and faster

 

9. It’s on the cloud! Work from Anywhere!

Managing business operations with teams across geographies. Run your business anywhere. No additional cost, 

No costly infrastructure cost, No Hidden Cost!
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Powerful inventory management to maximize your profit. 

Manage inventory across multiple outlets with a centralized product catalog, accessible from your POS, back

. Edit products in multiple stores, different price management in seconds. Automatically 

suggest reorder stock and purchase proposal. We’ve even simplified stock-balance report across all locations 

taking with our inventory function. 

functionality that scales with your business. 

makes it easy to add new outlets and registers as your business grows. All of Deepsky

including POS, inventory, and reporting are designed for multiple outlets so your business operates 

cohesive operation. Ecommerce integrations support fulfilment from any store. 

From sourcing to marketing to selling! 

end solutions from procurement to delivery to customers’ doors. Not only that, we also offer 

ssing and fulfillment accuracy. Our guarantee of quality is backed by experience. We 

to have a simple, straight forward process. 

, Free Wi-Fi and Security 

this includes staff access and Wi-Fi access of all your stores in the same system. 

With additional setup, we can even offer your customer free Wi-Fi upon purchase is made! 1

?VIP customer to have longer and faster Wi-Fi?It is just a piece of cake! 

It’s on the cloud! Work from Anywhere! 

Managing business operations with teams across geographies. Run your business anywhere. No additional cost, 

No costly infrastructure cost, No Hidden Cost! 

 

Manage inventory across multiple outlets with a centralized product catalog, accessible from your POS, back-

. Edit products in multiple stores, different price management in seconds. Automatically 

balance report across all locations 

Deepsky’s key features 

including POS, inventory, and reporting are designed for multiple outlets so your business operates as one 

end solutions from procurement to delivery to customers’ doors. Not only that, we also offer 

ssing and fulfillment accuracy. Our guarantee of quality is backed by experience. We 

Fi access of all your stores in the same system. 

Fi upon purchase is made! 1-hour? or 2-

Managing business operations with teams across geographies. Run your business anywhere. No additional cost, 
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10. Real-time reporting 

Deepsky takes the guesswork out of decision

accurate to the minute. Increase profitability with key retail metrics including sales, inventory levels, sell

through rates, margin and more. Access reports 24/7 from anywhere.

 

11. Build your business on Deepsky

Deepsky will never stop improving and enhancing to

Leverage the Deepaky’ platform to improve your own offering or simply integrate your existing business 

applications. 

 

12. Affordable to start
We are flexible and dynamic, ready to 

price. The more business you expand, the lower the subscription in tier pricing! 
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time reporting for smarter business decisions. 

takes the guesswork out of decision-making with powerful sales and inventory reporting that’s live and 

accurate to the minute. Increase profitability with key retail metrics including sales, inventory levels, sell

rough rates, margin and more. Access reports 24/7 from anywhere. 

your business on Deepsky, saves time – More focus on Branding

will never stop improving and enhancing tobuild customer-first and right into the heart product

platform to improve your own offering or simply integrate your existing business 

to start, flexible when you grow! 
ready to give you all the powerful tools to excel in your business at 

The more business you expand, the lower the subscription in tier pricing!  

making with powerful sales and inventory reporting that’s live and 

accurate to the minute. Increase profitability with key retail metrics including sales, inventory levels, sell-

More focus on Branding. 

right into the heart products. 

platform to improve your own offering or simply integrate your existing business 

your business at an affordable 


